
SUPREME COURT - STATE OF NEW YORK

PRESENT:
Honorable James P. McCormack

Justice of the Supreme Court

_________________ x TRIALIIAS, PART 23
NASSAU COUNTY

In the Matter of the Application of
TRAVELERS HOME AND MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY, incorrectly named as
TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY to Stay.
Arbitration,

< Index No. 613290/17

Petitioner(s),

-against-

JANICE P. HORNE,

Respondent(s), .

-and-

ALFA SPECIALTY INSURANCE CORP. and
NANCY TROCHEZ,

Proposed Additional Respondent(s).

_________________ x

The following papers read on this motion:

Motion Seq. No.: 001
Motion Submitted: 2/21/18

Notice of Petition/Supporting Exhibits X.
Affirmation in Opposition .x
Reply Affirmation .x

Petitioner, Travelers Home and Marine Insurance Company (Travelers), moves

this court, pursuant to CPLR S7503(c), for an order granting a permanent stay of

arbitration, or, in the alternative, granting a temporary stay of arbitration pending a
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hearing on the issue of whether the offending vehicle was in fact, "uninsured". Travelers

further seeks to join the proposed additional respondents, Alfa Specialty Insurance Corp.

(AIfa) and Nancy Trochez (Trochez) to this proceeding. Alfa opposes the petition

alleging both that this court lacks personal jurisdiction over them and that they did not

insure the Trochez vehicle at the time of the subject accident. Trochez does not submit

papers in support of, or in opposition to the petition.

This action involves a Demand for Arbitration filed by Respondent Janice P.

Home (Home) seeking to recover benefits from Travelers pursuant to the

uninsured/underinsured motorists provision of Home's insurance policy. Home claims,

in her Demand for Arbitration, that she was involved in an automobile accident on April

7, 2016, and that the other vehicle involved in the accident was uninsured. Travelers has

filed the petition seeking a stay of arbitration and to add Alfa and Trochez as additional

respondents and seeks a hearing to determine if Trochez's vehicle was insured on the date

of the accident.

The party seeking a stay of arbitration has the burden of showing the existence of

sufficient evidentiary facts to establish a preliminary issue which would justifY the stay

(see American Protection Ins. Co. v. DeFalco, 61 AD3d 970 [2nd Dept. 2009]). Herein,

Travelers argues that the police accident report indicates a code of"11004" for Trochez's

car insurance, which correlates with Alfa. A police accident report that contains a

vehicle's insurance code is prima facie evidence that the vehicle is insured. (Liberty Mut.
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Ins, Co, v, McDonald, 6 A.D.3d 614 [2ndDept. 2004], citing Eagle Ins, Co, v. Beauvil,

297 A.D.2d 736 [2ndDept. 2002]; Liberty Mut, Ins, Co. v Bohl, 262 A.D.2d 645 [2ndDept.

1999]; Eagle Ins, Co. v, Sadiq, 237 A.D.2d 605 [2ndDept. 1997]; Centennial Ins. Co, v.

Capehart, 220 A.D.2d 499 [2ndDept. 1995]). The burden therefore shifts to Alfa to

prove non-coverage or a timely disclaimer. !d.

In opposition, Alfa alleges both that New York does not have jurisdiction over

them, and that, regardless, they did not cover the Trochez vehicle on the date of the

accident due to nonpayment. According to the affidavit of Michael Walters, Alfa's Vice

President of Operations, Alfa does not do business in New York, does not issue insurance

policies in New York, has no offices in New York, does not maintain a telephone number

or bank account in New York, has no employees or agents in New York, does not manage

insurance policies in New York, does not advertise or solicit business in New York, has

not designated the Superintendent of Insurance or the Secretary of State of New York as

its agent to accept process and has never issued or delivered any policies in New York.

Based upon these representations, the court finds Alfa lacks sufficient contacts with New

York for this court to exercise jurisdiction over it. (Matter of Eagle Ins. Co, v, Gutierrez-

Guzman, 21 AD3d 489 [2d Dept. 2005]; Franklin v, Catawba Inc. Co., 291 AD2d 371

[2d Dept. 2002]; New York Cent. Mut. Co. v Johnson, 260 AD2d 638 [2d Dept. 1999]).

Further, Alfa has also established that it did not cover the Trochez vehicle on the

date of the accident, by properly following Virginia law in canceling the policy for
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nonpayment. Therefore, on the date of the accident, the Trochez vehicle was not covered

by Alfa.

In reply, Travelers failed to refute Alfa's proofs. Traveler's statement that Alfa

has a parent corporation and affiliate entities who may have contacts with New York and

that is unknown how its business operations "may intermingle with those of its parent" is

based on nothing but speculation. Travelers offers no admissible proof to contradict Mr.

Walters' affidavit. Further, contrary to Travelers' assertion, the court is satisfied Alfa

complied with Virginia law in canceling the policy.

Accordingly, it is hereby

ORDERED, that Travelers' petition is DENIED in its entirety.

The foregoing constitutes the Decision and Order of the Court.

Dated: April 16, 2018
Mineola, N.Y.

ENTERED.
APR 1 9 2018

NASSAU COUNTY
COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE
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